Motivational Speaker, Self-Esteem Leader and Best-Selling Author

The “Can-Do” Woman
Keynote Presentation, Seminar or Workshop
Empowerment and Personal Development for Women

Be open-minded to the thoughts, opinions and ideas of
others. You may be unexpectedly inspired. —Nancy Nichols

OVERVIEW: You can achieve your dreams—if you think about it
continually, if you believe it passionately, if your actions relentlessly work toward your goals,
and if you never give up—your aspirations will one day materialize. Nancy Nichols presents the
tandem power of logic, intuition and a positive attitude.

Part 1: Intuitive Knowing
So powerful is our intuition—it is called the ‘sixth sense. Intuition is knowing without thinking.
Successful entrepreneurs will tell you their best decisions have come from a “hunch.” The person
who discounts or ignores their intuitive voice suppresses their core wisdom; as a result, they are
uncertain, mistrusting and indecisive. The person who trusts and acts upon their gut instincts
enriches their confidence, self-worth and understanding of life. Nancy Nichols teaches the 5
steps that develop intuition.
Part 2: Logical Reasoning
Logic is the cornerstone of sound judgment. Logic is simple; it backs up what your intuition
already knows. Logic is the study of facts, probability and reasoning; it’s what allows us to
distinguish correct reasoning from poor reasoning. Where emotions may dilute our ability to
reason, logic illuminates reality. Nancy Nichols tells the inspiring story that increased her
personal insight.
Part 3: Positive Thought:
A positive attitude is the aura of our influence. We are what we think. Negative thoughts attract
difficult situations, problematic people and unhappiness. Positive thoughts attract opportunities,
success, friendships, and meaningful relationships. Change your thoughts and you will alter your
destiny. Nancy Nichols tells the story which gained her the magical power of positive thought.

Book Nancy Nichols for Seminar, Workshop or Keynote Speaker
Offering personal development and empowerment for men and women.

Nancy Nichols is the best-selling author of God, Please Fix Me! Trilogy
God, Please Fix Me! © 2015, All Rights Reserved. Website: www.KnowItAllNancy.com

Testimonials
©

Courageous! Empowering! Life-Altering!
You will walk away from God, Please Fix Me! with a different outlook on life.

“Nancy Nichols is an amazing one-of-a-kind speaker. She presents her
powerful, intimate message with style, humor and sincerity. A difficult
combination to achieve.”
—Alison Feliciano, Chairperson, The Unstoppable Woman Conference

“Nancy Nichols is a lively, informative, and thought-provoking author
whose message will transform millions of lives.”
Marybeth Conley, WREG TV Channel 13
Live @ 9 Morning Show Memphis, TN

“Nancy Nichols’s candid testimony of triumphing over a hurtful and difficult past
moved everyone in the room. Her presentation “Change Your Thoughts; Alter
Your Destiny” was different from any other speaker that we've ever heard.
Lyla Radio, First Annual Women’s Conference, Nashville, TN.

My client Jen attended Nancy Nichols’ seminar. In a few short hours
she moved from an inert and self-conscious state to a confident and
self- actualized renewal….it was really quite incredible!
Ada Gresko, Trisian Global Consulting

“Nancy Nichols is an enthusiastic and engaging keynote speaker who
draws people in with her wit and charming personality.”
Cheryl Westberg, Community Relations Manager
Barnes & Noble, Orland Place, Chicago

“Nancy’s passion for healthier relationships is contagious.”
Loretta McNary
The Loretta McNary Show, Memphis,TN
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